Abstrud -In 4G mobile networks which will be a kind of packet-based cellular system, resources are shared among all users and the amount of available resources is determined by traffic load. If traffic load is concentrated in a cell, this cell become to the hotspot cell. The hotspot cell can cause to block or drop calls and consequently degrades the service quality even though available resources are remained in neighboring cells. Therefore, it is essential to distribute traffic load of the hotspot cell in order to effectively use remained resources and maintain the acceptable service quality. We propose adaptive handoff algorithms for dynamic traffic load distribution in the hotspot ceU. In the simulation, we find that these algorithms can reduce call drop rate of new and handoff calls thus enhance the service quality.
The fourth generation mobile networks which may a kind of evolution of 3G cellular systems aim at supporting various multimedia services over IP networks. In these networks, resources are shared among all users and the amount of available resources is determined by traffic load. The traffic load can seriously affect on QoS(Quality-of-Service) for users thus it requires efficient management in order to improve service quality.
In cellular systems, Traffic load i s not uniformly distributed in service areas but can be concentrated in particular region. In a traffic accident on a highway, the accident place is crowded with people and a lot of traffic load can be generated in the cells which cover the accident place. Likewise, the cells which have heavier load than adjacent lightly loaded cells (coolspot cells) are referred to as hotspot cells. Within hotspot cells, additional call requests, new calls and handoff calls, may not be accepted because available resources are almost run out. This rejection of users' call requests can cause serious degradation of servicequality. In summary, hotspot cell can be generated by sudden concentration of traffic load and this hotspot cell problem can cause poor service quality. This problem still remained as not being solved in 4G mobile networks.
In this paper, we propose adaptive handoff algorithms as hotspot cell problem' s solution which efficiently distributes traffic load of the hotspot cell to neighboring cells. Our algorithms can improve service quality by utilizing resources This work was supported by the Korea Science and Engineering Foundation (KOSEF) through the advanced Information Technology Research Center (AITrc) and University IT Research Center Project. remained in coolspot cells. It is necessary to knowledge the amount of remained resources in coolspot cells, but resources in packet-based networks cannot be easily estimated because of packet burstiness. Therefore, we propose a novel method to accurately measure the amount of available resources.
We study related works in chapter 11. In chapter 111, we introduce target environments and adaptive handoff algorithms for dynamic traffic load distribution and a novel method to measure traffic load. In chapter IV, we evaluate performance of our algorithms and analyze the simulation results. Finally, we mention conclusions and future works in chapter V.
II. RELATED WORKS
Many algorithms have been proposed to solve the hotspot cell problem. They are classified by resource allocation scheme and traffic load distribution scheme. In research areas of resource allocation scheme, major papers propose a centralized resource management system that allocates additional resources to the hotspot cell by borrowing them from neighboring cells. In these papers, resources are evenly allocated to the each cell and additional resources are allocated to the hotspot cell by the resource management system which control overall resources [I, 2, and 31.
In research areas of traffic load distribution scheme, firstly, there are algorithm that control the transmitting power to distribute traffic load of the hotspot cell. ACS(Adaptive Cell Sizing) scheme in [4] is a representative algorithm which uses control mechanism of the transmitting power in the CDMA(Code Division Multiple Access) cellular system. In the scheme, the base station adjusts transmitting power of only those mobiles which are to be handed over to the nearest neighboring cells. It means hotspot cells shrink their service areas in order to accommodate load they can adequately handle. At this time, lightly loaded neighboring cells increase their service areas to pick up the extra traffic, which lead to use remained resources in the cells: :I< 'summary, through the scheme, hotspot cells can efficiently distribute traffic load and utilization of system resources'is enhanced. However, the ACS scheme can be only used in the particular system and it requires the negotiation between cells in order to support seamless services for mobiles. It could not be adopted in the situation which traffic load is highly variable.
Secondly, p] proposes the traffic load distribution' scheme based on handoff mechanism. The algorithm, which is referred to as a,soft handoff area resizing, distributes traffic load of the hotspot cell by exploiting features of the soft handoff functionality in CDMA cellular I system. The algorithm reduces the size of soft handoff area in the hotspot cell by increasing the value of the soft handoff parameter, T-DROP.
As the size of the handoff area decreases in the hotspot cell, the mobiles in the cell boundary are forcibly handed over neighboring cells and released resources in the hotspot cell are ' allocated to new call requests. The scheme is based on the particular system similarly the algorithm proposed in [ 41. And, if the handover call request occurred from compulsory disconnection is not handled fast, this request may be rejected even if available resources are remained.
And, in [5] , trafficdriven handoff algorithms which aim at preventing the comer effect and imbalance of traffic load in the system are proposed. The comer effect means that the sudden decrease of received power due to the change from LOS(line-of-sight) to non-LOS condition when turning around corners. Proposed algorithms differently set the handoff threshold based on traffic load of cells. These algorithms are similar with our scheme in terms of trafficdriven handoff and the adaptive variation of the handoff threshold. However, the algorithms consider traffic load in order to prevent the comer effect. These algorithms cannot be solutions about the hotspot cell problem.
UI. ADApTlvE HANDOFF ALGORITHMS
We propose two traffic load distribution schemes based on hard handoff mechanism. These algorithms spread traffic load of the hotspot cell by adaptively controlling handoff parameters, hysteresis (HYS) and the absolute threshold. The hysteresis prevents the ping-pong effect, which minimizes the number of handoffs and the absolute threshold determines the point of time to handoff. Our proposed algorithms are referred to as a simple AHL (Adaptive Handoff for Load balancing) and a dynamic AHL algonthm.
In this paper, the based architecture assumes packet-based communication system. Therefore, all users in the same cell share wireless resources. The information of traffic load can be obtained from the downlink broadcast channel from cells.
The cell is a kind of micro cell whose diameter is from 500111 to I km.
A. Simple AHL passively deals with the hotspot cell problem Therefore, we propose dynamic AHL algorithm which can distribute traffic load of the hotspot cell more dynamically than simple AHL algorithm. The dynamic AHL algorithm adaptively controls the handoff threshold according to the difference of traffic load between cells. That is, the algorithm manages the amount of traffic load of the hotspot cell by using adaptive handoff threshold. With the algorithm, traffic load between cells in the overall systems can be balanced. This algorithm is depicted in Figure 2 .
This algorithm performs handoffs when both the hysterisis and the adaptive threshold (Tadj) requirements are met. As shown in Figure 2 , when the signal strength of the target cell is stronger by the hysteresis margin than the current cell, the mobile node enters into handoff ready state depicted in Figure  3 . And the mobile sets T , to the received power of this time.
Tad, is calculated by using & predefined x h , and the differences of traffic load. It follows Equation (I) 
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

A. The Point of Time to Handoff
Firstly, we simulated simple AHL algorithm. The goal of this simulation is to verify the effect of the traffic distribution. In the simulation, we compared the pointof time to handoffwhen handoffs from the hotspot cell to the coolspot cell are occurred and vice versa. Simulation parameters are shown in Table 1 .
This simulation was performed by Matlab [SI. Figure 6 is the result obtained after simulating 1000 times. The axis X indicates the distance from the base station A to the base station 3 and axis Y indicates the number of handoff occurred according to the distance from the base station A. In the above section, we could confirm that simple AHL algorithm can distribute traMic loadof hotspot cell in the two cells environment. We performed another simulation which evaluates new and handoff call drop rates in the multi-celf environment. In this simulation, we compared the simple AHL algorithm with the traditional handoff, mechanism which examines only the received signal strength.
Simulation was, performed on 'the OPNET simulator @I.
Above mentioned, we measured the drop rates of the new call and handoff call with 70 mobile nodes. In the simulation, a hotspot cell is in the center and six coolspot cells surround it. We change the available capacity of the hotspot cell from 1 to 10. The capacity of coolspot cells is fixed to 10. The cell capacity is the number of.mobile 'nodes which can be connected with network at the same time. Hence, the capacity of 10 means the system can provide services to 10 mobile nodes simultaneously.
.. If the available capadity is larger, the more mobile nodes can be connected with the network. If the available capacity of the hotspot cell is small, the hotspot cell becomes to be more congested. The specific simulation environments are shown in Table 2 .
As shown in Figure 7 , the total number of new c a k in traditional and simple AHL algorithm is similar. However, the number of new calls in the hotspot cell of adaptive handoffs is about 21% less than that of traditional handoffs. Therefore, we can conclude that the simple AHL algorithm contributes to distributing traffic load of the hotspot cell to the neighboring coolspot cells. Fig. 7 Figure 8 shows that the call drop rates in simple AHL algorithm are generally less than in traditional handoff mechanism As the capacity ofthe hotspot cell increases, the simple AHL algorithm leads to lower call drop rates. When the capacity of the hotspot cell is less than that of the neighboring cells, the performance difference of two algorithms is not senous i n spite of simple AHL algorithm's dynamic load distribution. The reason i s there are not enough resources to accept mobile nodes due to the capacity limitation of the hotspot cell. Nevertheless, Due to the effect with shrinking of the hotspot cell's size, the drop rate of new calls reduces and the number of handoff calls increases as the number of new calls in the hotspot cell reduces (see Figure 12) . We can find that the effect of traffic load distribution in the simple AHL algorithm becomes mote significant when there are few mobile nodes in the hotspot cell or the capacity ofthe hotspot cell is similar with one ofthe neighboring cells. Therefore, we can conclude that the simple AHL algorithm contributes to enhancing the service quality.
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Because the new calls in the hotspot cell reduce as the size of hotspot cell becomes smaller, the simple AHL algorithm leads to the better performance fromthe viewpoint of the call drop rate (see Figure 9 ). And the new calls accepted in the hotspot cell are distributed into the neighboring cells as the mobile nodes move, which makes available resources to accept other calls. The decrease of the new call and the handoff call drop rate in the hotspot cell influence both the total new call and call drop rate (see Figure 9 and io). That aIso causes the decrease of total call drop rate (see Figure 8) . As the capacity of the hotspot cell grows, the number of total calls (see Figure 11) increases because the frequency of handoff per call is almost the same and the number of handoff occurred when the mobile nodes entets into the hotspot cell is invariant (see Figure 11) . But, more calls can be accepted in the hotspot cell and these calls are made into another handoff calls. To verify feasibility of proposed simple AHL algorithm, we performed the simulation which evaluates the point o f time to handoff when moving between the hotspot cell and the coolspot cell. The simulation results show that movements from the hotspot cell to the coolspot cell were fast and movements from the cooIspot cell to hotspot cell were slow. It means the size of hotspot cell was reduced and the size of coolspot cell was expanded, which lead to efficient distributing traffic load of hotspot cell
With multi-cell environment simulation, we also found that the simple AHL algorithm is better than traditional handoff mechanism Therefore, this algorithm enhances the service quality of users by distributing traffic load to the each cell evenly.
We have a future plan to measure the system performance considering overlapping multi-cell environment in which multiple hotspot cells exist simultaneously. Moreover, we will study a method to improve the call drop rate and the service
